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Organic systems comprising a truxene-based organogel doped with an organic dye have been
fabricated and their photophysical properties examined in the search for an organic matrix with
tunable luminescent properties. The addition of the organic dopant has been observed to
introduce changes in the morphology of the gel which alters the ratio between monomer and
excimer species. Further, the luminescent properties of the doped organogel have been studied
and their evolution with dopant concentration explained in terms of resonant energy transfer
between the excimer species (acting as donor) and the organic dopant (acceptor). The interplay
between blue, green and red emission bands associated with monomer, excimer and organic
dopant allows tuning the luminescence of the system within the visible reaching white light
emission under certain conditions. The origin of the energy transfer is found to be the
aggregation of the molecules upon solvent evaporation, being the extreme case the more stable
xerogel phase which constitutes a technologically relevant approach where solvent evaporation
is not an issue.

Introduction
The ability of certain organic molecules to self-assemble in
solution into one-dimensional (1D) superstructures via
directional interactions (hydrogen bonding, π-stacking, etc.) has
attracted considerable interest over the past two decades. These
1D structures can further intertwine forming an interpenetrated
network that eventually immobilizes solvent molecules
triggering the gelation of the solvent. The fibrillar morphology
of such organogels or their solvent-free xerogel counterparts,
are of interest in applications ranging from organic electronics1
to tissue engineering2 or switchable molecular traps.3,4
While a deterministic choice of molecules to gelate a given
solvent, and thus create an organogel, is not straightforward due
to the lack of clear design principles to induce gelation5 their
potential is widely acknowledged. In particular, their
supramolecular structure has attracted interest from the point of
view of light-harvesting architectures where energy transfer
from the organogel to a dopant molecule acting as an acceptor
can take place. After initial seminal work in the early 2000s6,7 a
large number of organogels have been explored as platforms for
efficient energy transfer8,9 with particular interest in the design
of materials with tunable luminescent properties and eventually
white light emission.10,11,12,13
Among the different low molecular weight organogelators for
light harvesting, those forming 1D stacks of π-extended
molecules have attracted most attention, as such π-stacked
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assemblies provide efficient pathways for energy migration.
Truxene is a highly stable heptacyclic π-conjugated platform
with promising semiconducting14,15 and strong blue light
emitting properties16 which derivatives, when conveniently
functionalized, are prone to form organogels.17,18 Particularly
interesting for optoelectronic applications are truxene
derivatives functionalized with long alkyl chains in 2,7 and 12
positions, that are able to gelate varied solvents due to their
high tendency to form columnar superstructures with high
aspect ratio, promoted by solvophobic and π-π stacking
interactions. In this work we profit from the gelating properties
of a truxene-derivative based organogel 2,7,12-tris(dec-1-ynyl)10,15-dihydro-5H-diindeno[1,2-a:1’,2’-c]fluorene18 to fabricate
an organic matrix with tunable luminescent properties by
doping it with an organic dye Rhodamine B (RhB). In this
system blue and green emission (arising from monomer and
excimer species of the organogel) can be combined with a red
component provided by the organic dopant to obtain a broad
photoluminescence (PL) chromatic palette. The possibility of
tuning the PL of the system is demonstrated by controlling the
degree of aggregation (and therefore the ratio of
monomer/excimer emission) which induces resonant energy
transfer (RET) from the donor supramolecular framework to the
acceptor molecule RhB by varying the dopant concentration.
The colorimetric properties of both, the gel and xerogel phases,
are monitored as the dopant organic dye concentration is varied
and the possibility of achieving white light emission is
demonstrated. Further, evidence for structural changes taking
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pump power was monitored during the experiment and checked
to be constant within 5%, way below changes observed for the
monomer species.

Sample preparation
In a standard procedure 22.1 mg of the truxene derivative
shown in Fig. 1a were added to 1 mL of cyclohexane. The
mixture was heated at 60ºC until homogenization took place.
After cooling it at room temperature for several minutes the
organogel formed over the entire sample, evidenced by the fact
that no flowing of the solution was observed as the cuvette was
turned upside down.
Doped gel samples were prepared by addition of 10μL of a RhB
solution (0.0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 mol %) in chloroform to
previously formed gels, then we repeated the process for gel
formation.
Optical characterization
PL spectra were obtained pumping with the third harmonic
(λ=355nm) of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser delivering 9 nanosecond
long pulses with a repetition rate of 10Hz and a pump energy of
30mJ. Spectra were collected with a fiber coupled
spectrophotometer (Ocean Optics USB4000). Time resolved
measurements were carried out with a Time Correlated Single
Photon Counting (TCSPC) card (Becker & Hickl) using a
pulsed laser source (OPerA-Solo from Coherent) delivering
150fs long pulses with a λ=355nm and a repetition rate of a
1kHz.

Results and discussion
Truxene-based organogels were fabricated according to Ref. 18
in quartz cuvettes (see Experimental). In an initial stage the
emission properties of the organogel were studied (see Fig. 1).
Under UV (λ=355 nm) excitation the gel presents a PL
spectrum with two well separated bands. The structured
(featureless) band centered at 425 nm (530 nm) corresponds to
the monomer (excimer) species in the gel. The presence of the
two bands points to the coexistence of both species, contrary to
observations in solution where only the monomer is present.18
Though both bands have similar intensity, the fraction of
excimer species is much larger than that of the monomer as the
quantum yield (QY) of the former is expected to be much lower
than the latter in this kind of systems.19 PL decay measurements
were also performed at wavelengths close to the band center for
each species, showing a multiexponential behavior of the decay
curves. Further, a longer lifetime associated with the excimer
was observed (see Fig. S1 and details in the supplementary
information), expected for systems where the dissociation of
the excimer does not occur within the lifetime of the monomer,
as in the case of our gel.20
Under prolonged optical pumping, the organogel presented
drastic changes in its PL (see Fig. 2). While the excimer
component of the PL spectrum remained constant in time, the
monomer one dropped by more than 40% of its initial value.
This is a local effect at the region of irradiation, apparent to the
naked eye as a dark spot coinciding with the pump spot, which
recovered after leaving the gel a few minutes without
illumination (see below). Both, the PL dynamics as well as the
recovery time depend on the irradiation conditions. Variations
of the PL due to fluctuations in the pump were ruled out as the
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Fig. 1 (a) and (b) show the chemical structure of the truxene
derivative and RhB. (c) PL (solid) and absorption (dashed line)
of the organogel (red) and RhB (black line).
The above changes in PL cannot be due to a photobleaching of
the molecules since they recover their emissive properties after
a few minutes. A plausible cause is the introduction of
morphological changes due to a local heating at the pumped
region. Local disruption of the gel due to melting can be also
ruled out as the monomer component of the PL in solution is
the predominant one (see above), contrary to what we observe
here. The changes in the PL spectra can however be explained
as a local evaporation of the solvent which would favor
aggregation and therefore the presence of excimer species. This
hypothesis was corroborated by forming a xerogel upon drying
the gel in the cuvette evaporating the solvent at room
temperature. Fig. S2 in the supplementary information shows
how the monomer PL band in the extreme case of the xerogel,
where no solvent is left, is now much lower than the one
associated with the excimer. This point will be discussed later.
The fact that no change is observed in the excimer PL upon a
strong decrease of the monomer emission can be understood in
the light of the above mentioned fact that the QY of the former
is well below that of the latter: a small decrease in the fraction
of monomer species (and a corresponding increase in the
fraction of excimers) would induce larger changes in the PL of
the species with larger QY.
In order to provide the organogel PL, comprising “blue” and
“green” monomer and excimer bands, with a “red” component
we added RhB to the sol prior to gelation. This organic dye has
an absorption band which matches the gel’s excimer emission
and can thus form an acceptor/donor pair for energy transfer
(see Fig. 1). Upon addition of RhB, a number of changes take
place in the photophysical properties of the gel. First of all, a
ca. ten-fold enhancement in the PL associated with the
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Fig. 5 PL spectra of a bare xeroggel (black) and
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For the xerogel obtained from thhe bare gel thee PL is dominaated
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dition of smalll amounts of RhB
R
and finally reaching yeellowgreeen as the RhB
B PL increasees. Finally contrary to whaat was
obsserved in thee gel, no chaanges on the xerogel PL were
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prolonged (ov
ver 10 minutees) UV irradiiation,
furrther supportin
ng the hypoth
hesis that the observed dynnamic
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gel emission were
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due to th
he local evapooration
of the
t solvent.
Forr the monomerr species we have
h
extracted a QY value oof 0.31
from PL measu
urements in dilute
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solutions of the tru
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nts in the sollid phases (geel and
xerrogel) will bee needed in th
he future if ap
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d, the value obtained foor the
mo
onomer should
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as excimer QY is expected to be lower.19 At this pooint a
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a
a straigh
htforward soolution
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ocess manufacturing should be made.
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A novel organic system with tunable emission is demonstrated comprising a truxene-based organogel which
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